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the U.s. workshop, which attracted about 130 registered 
attendees, was organized into three tracks: content, 

technology, and standards. each track occupied a day of the 
meeting, beginning with a keynote address and ending with a 
panel discussion. in between, speakers were allotted 30 minute 
slots to present papers they had previously submitted. the 
format included time for questions after each talk and as part 
of the panel presentations, allowing ample opportunity for 
audience participation. 

  the whole-conference keynote was delivered by 
Chris Greer, the assistant Director for information technology 
research and Development in the white house office 
of science and technology Policy. Dr. greer focused on 
challenges to the preservation of scientific data, including the 
great diversity in patterns of information use and exchange in 
different disciplines, the need for data management expertise 
and infrastructure, the need to incentivize data management 
planning, and the need for sustainable economic models for 
preservation and access.

greer’s talk set a good tone for the workshop, which 
presented a better mix of attendees from scientific and cultural 
heritage domains than the typical preservation conference. 
government agencies were well represented, with speakers 
from the nsf, osti, nasa, Usgs, noaa, and nih as well 
as nara, the library of congress, the smithsonian, and 
the government Printing office. the library domain was 
represented by the usual suspects presenting on PreMis,  
the Metaarchive, Digccurr, locKss, and Daitss. 

although all of the presentations were interesting, only  
a minority concerned either standards or interoperability. 

  dr. Walter Warnick from the U.s. Department of energy, 
office of scientific and technical information (osti) gave a 
talk entitled The Interoperability Solution: Federated Search 
and Good Databases. noting that search engines have trouble 
indexing the deep web where much scientific data resides, he 
touted the success of science.gov and worldwidescience.org, 
federated search gateways which transform queries into target-
specific searches. while it is nice to see federated search actually 
working, the talk did not address digital preservation directly. 

   david minor spoke about a project to develop tools 
and methods to automate the exchange of data between 
two approaches to preservation storage: the Metaarchive 
cooperative and chronopolis. the Metaarchive is a Private 
locKss network while chronopolis is a federated data grid 
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the national institute of standards and technology held a workshop on developing a roadmap 
for a Digital Preservation interoperability framework on March 29-31 on the nist campus in 
gaithersburg, MD. the purpose was to identify U.s. requirements, technologies, and best practices 
for standardization related to long-term preservation. a second workshop was held on april 21–23, 
2010, in Dresden, germany. results of the two workshops will inform the efforts of the iso/iec Jtc1 
study group on Digital content Management and Protection (sgDcMP), which was reconstituted in 
2009 with a specific focus on digital preservation.
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The workshop presented a better mix 
of attendees from scientific and cultural 
heritage domains than the typical 
preservation conference. 
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extensively by nasa and other agencies dealing with extremely 
large datasets. it not only enables the management and 
manipulation of this data, but is a good archivable format for 
long-term preservation. matthew dougherty, a researcher at 
the national center for Macromolecular imaging, spoke about 
the proliferation of proprietary file formats in his field. high 
resolution electron microscopy has ten formats, while optical 
x-ray utilizes at least 100 formats. he saw hDf5 as the only way 
to represent these highly complex datasets in a usable, elegant, 
and consistent way.

  a fascinating talk by Peter Bajcsy at ncsa concerned a 
different kind of interoperability: a framework for understanding 
file format conversions, so that we can make files both backward 
and forward compatible when we have no idea what formats 
will be used in the future. ncsa has developed a software 
conversion registry and software that can convert from format a 
to format X regardless of how many hops (intermediate formats) 
in the path. they are also researching ways to assess how much 
information has been lost in the conversion.

the Dresden workshop, which this writer did not attend, 
had a different set of speakers from europe, Japan, and new 
zealand, and an equally interesting program.  
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based on iroDs (integrated rule-oriented Data system). 
the project plans to examine the atomic units in each system’s 
processing (ingest, verification, data transfer, fixity) to identify 
commonalities and differences and develop an ingest reference 
model. it will also draft a standard XMl representation of 
common technical metadata that needs to be tracked. 

  Joseph Pawletko from new york University described 
tiPr (towards interoperable Preservation repositories), 
another system-to-system interoperability project. in contrast 
to the Metaarchive/chronopolis project, tiPr is oriented 
towards oais-based repositories and assumes that digital 
provenance and rights information must be maintained across 
any package transfer. tiPr has defined a common transfer 
format called the rXP (repository exchange Package), based 
on Mets and PreMis. the rXP may be a candidate for further 
standardization activity.

  leslie Johnston from the library of congress (lc) 
presented on Bagit, another specification for packaging digital 
content for transfer. Bagit is a simple format consisting of a 
bag of content and a simple manifest, and in fact is used by the 
tiPr project to carry rXPs. lc has developed a number of 
Bagit tools, including a validation script, a verification script for 
fixity checking, a parallel retriever script for efficient package 
transfer, an authoring tool, and others.

  dr. mike folk spoke about hDf5, which is an open source 
file format for storing and managing data, and its associated 
tools and applications. the hDf5 technology suite is used 
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HDF5 is an open source file 
format for storing and managing 
data, and its associated tools and 
applications. The HDF5 technology 
suite is used extensively by NASA 
and other agencies dealing with 
extremely large datasets.
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